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Abstract: Through distributed computing, a tremendous volume of information is transmitted as cloud administrations 

quickly evolve. Despite the fact that distributed computing has used cryptographic procedures to provide information 

classification, current systems are unable to support security concerns over ciphertext linked to different proprietors, 

preventing founder from having complete power on whether information propagators can truly spread valuable 

information. In this research, we suggest a cloud-based method for encrypted communication group sharing and 

conditional distribution with multiple information owners, where the information If the properties fulfil the entrance 

schemes in the encrypted message, the owner can securely transmit sensitive information into a group of customers via 

the cloud, and the content propagator will advance the information to a different category based on user. Researchers also 

present a truly democratic user access architecture for distributed block cipher, allowing information co-owners to change 

the ciphertext with new access strategies in accordance with their security preferences. Three approach aggregation 

solutions are also offered to manage the security conflicting issue brought on by various access arrangements, including 

full grant, proprietor necessity, and greater portion license. Our solution appears to be useful and capable of safely 

transferring data to several owners in distributed computing, according to the security analysis and exploratory outcomes. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The advantages of having a big inventory of resources and quick access are what have made distributed computing so 

popular [1]. It adds up the processing foundation's assets before offering online on-demand services. Currently, a large 

number of well-known companies, like Amazon, Google, and Alibaba, are providing public cloud administrations. These 

services allow individuals and companies to transfer information (such as pictures, recordings, and archives) to a cloud 

specialist co-op (CSP), access the information anytime they want, and share it with others. To protect client security, the 

majority of cloud administrations implementing security through maintaining an access control list (ACL). Clients might 

neither disclose their information with everyone nor limit access to only those they have given permission for. However, 

customers are worrying about the security risks because the CSP saves data in an unencrypted state. The owner of the 

information has no control over it when it is presented on the CSP [2]. Regrettably, the CSP is frequently a partially 

dependable network that ostensibly complies with the rules but has the ability to collect client information and potentially 

use it against them without their knowledge. However, a variety of information buyers have used the data extensively to 

familiarize themselves with consumer behavior [3]. These safety worries trigger strong reactions. 

Implementing access control techniques is essential for ensuring safe material involvement within distributed 

programming [4]. Toolkits for cryptanalysis such as text encryption (ABE) [5, 6], personality-based broadcast encryption 

(IBBE) [7], and distant validation [8] came to be utilized to address already stated to surety with safety concerns. To 

enable secure and precise information sharing in distributed computing, a unique cryptographic component called ABE 

is being deployed [8]. It has a part that, by utilizing access methods and crediting credits among unscrambling keys and 

ciphertexts, permits an entry command over encoded data. If the trait set matches the entry technique, the ciphertext can 

be deciphered. IBBE is yet another extensively used distributed computing technique [9, 10], where clients can 

simultaneously send scrambled data to several recipients, and the collector's public key can be viewed as any legitimate 

string, such as exceptional character and email. For approaches that include an OR entrance, IBBE should be recognized 

as a unique instance of ABE. IBBE results in minimal expensive key administration and modest consistent strategy sizes, 

making it better appropriate to safely delivering files to explicit recipient in distributed programming than ABE, which 

compares the cryptic phrase and a secret key to a range of attributes. Employing personalities enables information owners 

to efficiently and securely disseminate information to a group of clients, encouraging more clients to trade their 

confidential data stored virtually. These encryption methods will actually prevent unwanted individuals from acquiring 

the information (such semi-confidential in CSP and vengeful consumers), but they might not account for information 

distribution in distributed computing. In a collaborative setting like Box [11] and OneDrive [12], the information 

distributors may share the archives with fresh leads, including individuals who are not employees. However, disclosure 

of data is unable to alter the encrypted text transmitted with information, owners when information is encoded using the 

methods mentioned above [13]. By assigning a re-encipher key linked to its newly inheritor into its CSP, the PRE plot 
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[14] is employed to obtain confidential material distribution in distributed computing. However, by employing this 

encryption key, the information disseminator can give the information owner's whole collection of data to third parties, 

which might not meet the practical criterion as the information owner might only consent to the transmission of a single 

record. This problem might be resolved by a revised method known as contingent PRE (CPRE) [15, 16], in which the 

owner of the information can retain encryption authority on the underlying only ciphertexts that match the requirements 

which can be re-scrambled using the encryption key. Also, conventional CPRE schemes can only help with 

straightforward catch conditions, therefore they are not well suited to complex distributed computing scenarios. Property-

based CPRE [17], which communicates an entry strategy in the ciphertext, is proposed to help expressive conditions 

rather than watchwords. The intermediate only can happen only when confidential text's re-encipher key coincides, 

encrypt the entry strategy since the encryption key is linked to a number of properties. Information owners now have the 

ability to alter the fine-grained dispersion criterion for heterogeneous data sources. In case, the details holder allows 

forecast supervisor to share its budget on OneDrive for a limited time, but only permits finance office managers to share 

the progress report. In addition to the need for contingent details dispersing, the collective entry ckeck problem for facts 

participation in scattered determining, such as utility collaboration and utiity-based informal communities, persists [18, 

19], suggesting that various related clients' individual approval requirements may be combined to control the same 

information. Consider a distributed computing paradigm where three users, Alice, Bob, and Carol, work together on a 

report or an image. Alice can restrict access to this information to a small number of clients, but Bob and Carol, the other 

owners, might have different security concerns. If only one party's tendency is used, it poses a serious and dangerous 

security risk and could lead to the disclosure of such information to unintended recipients. Because security conflicts are 

inevitable in the implementation of multiparty approval, balancing the security It might be difficult to consider the 

opinions of the data controller and other founder [20, 21]. When co-owners use divergent security measures, there is a 

security dispute and unthinkable information sharing. Multiparty access control solutions (like a ballot conspire) are also 

made available to overcome this problem. However, they all rely upon unencrypted data. Here we study, the present 

character-based security information bunch linking and dependent dispersal plot with multi-proprietor. We offer a 

solution with comprehensive ciphertext bunch division across several clients to address the aforementioned issues and 

capture the central need of multiparty approval. We commit to the following in our proposal: (1) In distributed computing, 

we attain fine-grained contingent spread across the ciphertext via attribute based CPRE. Using an underlying access 

method that has been customized by the information owner, the ciphertext is sent right away. Our proposed multiparty 

access control system enables data joint-owners to attach newly entry arrangements to the encrypted message due to theirs 

security concerns. As a result, if the features fulfil appropriate access procedures, the information disseminator can re-

scramble the ciphertext. (2) We offer three strategies—complete allow, owner requirements, and considerable role 

permission—into handle its problem of safety disputes. The information disseminator typically has to adhere to all entry 

requirements established by the information proprietor and co-owners under the entire license process. The information 

owner can select an advantage under the majority licensing strategy. The encrypted message will only exist distributed 

given that the total of the entrance tactics contended by the information propagator’s credits is over and above this 

reasonable cap. First and foremost, an incentive for information co-owners. (3) By conducting evaluations of the display 

at every stag to determine the sufficiency of our scheme, we demonstrate the accuracy of our strategy. The structure of 

this document is as follows. The primers are implied in Section 3, and Section 2 explores pertinent literature. We offer 

the framework model and strategy complete systems in Section 4 and the suggested plot in Section 5. The framework 

assessment and trial outcomes are presented individually in Sections 6 and 7. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

A number of unrecognized safeties with protection concerns become significant exploration themes in distributed 

computation. Effective encryption technologies should be used to maintain information secrecy in order to reduce these 

threats. Utilizing the IBBE technique, Huang et al, Patra Nabis et al., and Liu et al. [9] suggested a little personal 

information distributing schemes in distributed computing. In these designs, the possessor of the information reacquires 

ciphering from the CSP by providing a list of assignees; as a result, only the recipients of the list may obtain the decryption 

key, then decode the confidential information. For combining information encryption and granular access control in 

distributed computing, ABE is another intriguing one-to-many cryptographic approach. Ciphertext-strategy ABE (CP-

ABE) is a good entry power approach for practical applications since it effectively conveys the ciphertext entry strategy. 

Presented by Guo et al, the security measure. 

Maintaining the information dissemination system in various informal groupings in light of CP-ABE A helpful access 

control plot with progressive CP-ABE was created by Teng et al. to achieve security safeguarding in networked storage 

frameworks. When delivering health administrations in the cloud, ABE was used in the plans to provide access control 

of clinical reports; as a result, the wellbeing record must be decoded by authorized archive requesters with equivalent 

credits. Secure information dissemination is a crucial component of distributed computing's information capacity security 

requirement. Information disseminators could use the personality-based to communicate their encryption keys to the 
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partially secured intermediary to change the information proprietor's ciphertext for new clients. This encryption 

calculation is crucial for achieving secure information dispersal in distributed computing. Property-based PRE [17] has 

also been applied in distributed computing by merging the ABE method. Clients who adhere to a fresh access technique 

will get the raw text by having an intermediate change the ciphertext using the information disseminator's re-encryption 

key. However, the aforementioned PRE plots only permit an all-or-nothing approach to the delivery of information. This 

problem is also addressed by CPRE conspire, which, if the required conditions are met, enables the intermediate to 

successfully encrypt the ciphertext. The conditions, however, are simply watchwords in earlier CPRE proposals, which 

restricts flexibility when carrying out complex appointments in distributed computing. An entrance method was 

transmitted in an open key encrypted ciphertext by Yang et al. to demonstrate a quality based CPRE approach. The 

mystery key and a set of parameters are used to create the encoded key, that enables the intermediate to encode the 

ciphertext only while certain entrance strategy requirements are met by these parameters. For cloud-based information 

sharing, Wang et al. introduced a pre-authentication mechanism that verifies the beneficiary's reliability before 

encryption. Co-owners multiparty security control is essential in distributed computing. Facebook's security paradigm 

may be exploited to offer multiparty protection, as demonstrated by Thomas et al. [20]. It enables generally connected 

groups to specify openness policies for the information, allowing customers to access the information if the owner and 

all connected groups' openness policies are adhered to. Xu et al. [19] developed a system that enables each client in an 

image to take part in choosing the access control states for the picture based on this multiparty security control paradigm. 

The earlier designs, however, might have protection conflicting concerns and might not accurately represent how buyers 

would actually reach a resolution . The primary computational tool for identifying protection clashes among multiparty 

systems was provided by Such et al (Arranging clients). For each competing arranging customer, evaluate each item's 

responsiveness, relative relevance, and preparedness. Then, let the individual with laxer security requirements split the 

difference. The methodical technique to dealing with information dissemination to multi-proprietors to empower security 

saving was presented. In a democratic democracy, this concept suggests three methods for identifying multiparty 

protection disputes. Unfortunately, this method exclusively focuses on founder access control over unencrypted data and 

disregards information privacy for CSP and malicious clients. 

 

III. PRELIMINARIES 
 

 Bilinear Pairing  

 

A bi-  

1) Similarity. There will be an effective calculation to figure ∈  , for any ∈ ∈0 

∈ -decadence. On the off chance that g will be  

 

 Entry Network  

T can function as the entrance strategy in a tree. Each tree's non-leaf hub x corresponds to a certain doorway. 

If there are NX, then offspring produced by a hub X with KX denotes its edge value, later 1 KX NX. If KX = NX, its 

limit door is an AND entryway; if KX = 1, it is an OR entryway. 

We define attrx as a property paired within each leaf hub X of the network and set KX = 1. From 1 to NX, each child hub 

of hub x is numbered. A parent hub of the hub X is addressed by the capability parent(x). Additionally, index(x) returns 

the hub X’s list. Permit the establishment of Tx as a subtree at hub x in the entrance tree. If a number of characteristics S 

satisfy the entrance tree Tx, then we mean that Tx(S) = 1. The formula for Tx(S) is as follows for any hub X. Tx(S) gives 

a 1 in this situation if x is a leaf hub and X attr S. If X is a non-leaf hub, it tests Tn(S) for each of X's n children and only 

provides 1 if KX children in general yield 1. 

 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

 System Model  

As presented in Fig. 1, the framework replica is made up of the accompanying chemicals. Table 1 summarizes the 

documentations used throughout this study. 1) Certified power: The component that supplies the client's private key is 

known to be absolutely reliable as well as the framework's public key. A picture, it is usually carried out with the director 

of the organization [18] or a administration retirement aide organization. 2) CSP: Every customer receives a virtual space 

and helpful information from either a cloud service provider (CSP), a semi-trusted component. storage management 

through the cloud framework. Additionally, it adds entry strategies to the encoded message for information possessors. 
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Fig. 1. System model for said suggested plan. The categories of the user role are as chooses to follow data owner, 

co-owner, disseminator, and accessor. 

 

 
Table 1 

 

3) User: We The data accessor, data co-owner, and data disseminator roles are divided into these four categories. In order 

to implement distribution, the data owner might decide on a collection of policies technique and create an entry plan, 

restrictions. He then encrypts the content for a predetermined group of receivers and sends for redistribution to CSP of 

the encrypted message. The detail possessors nominated by the data owner can use CSP to change the ciphertext and add 

access rules to the encrypted data. If the info propagator agrees to the relevant entry plans in the ciphertext, he can access 

the data and also create the encryption key to release the owner's data to others. The data instance can use their secret key 

to decipher its original, reissued, and encrypted ciphertext. 

 

 Aggregation Strategies for Policies 

The ciphertexts within approach can be renewed by information owners by adding their accessible policies as 

dissemination criterion. According to, we suggest the below listed strategies will satisfy the organization demands 

imposed by multiple possessors, as depicted in Fig. 2. 

1) Complete permission: The right to determine the conditions of data distribution belongs to every owner, 

including info possessors and co-possess. The data disseminator is required to abide by all access guidelines set forth 

through such proprietors. 

2)  Founder precedence: Although he tags the founder, the information owner's preference is given priority. The 

data may only be distributed if the data disseminator complies with all of the access requirements set out by the info 

possessor instead of the info possessors. 

3) Seniority sanction: The info could only be shared in case if the sum of all entry plan that the distributor’s 

characteristics satisfy is larger than or equal to the approach that the data owner first chooses. 
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 Security Purpose and Terms 

As in previous publications of a similar kind [18, 31, 34, 36], we start with the presumption that a trustworthy organization 

is completely dependable to others and won't engage with other entities. Then, we make the assumption that CSP is 

somewhat trustworthy and will honestly carry out the entities' requests while also struggling to master as much as it can 

about the data that has been stored. Furthermore, despite our assumption some people believe that data owners are 

trustworthy may still try to entry the data that is not authorized, even with the assistance of other users and the CSP. 

Additionally, since we assume that the ciphertext can guarantee data ownership, we don't deal with data kind 

administration, method that when an encrypted message is updated, end user can no longer access the earlier version. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. 3 Multiple-Possessors Plan Grouping Methodologies. 

 

V. PROPOSED SCHEME 

 

 Insight and help 

A bilinear map with the coordinates 00:e T is chosen by the trusted authority, where p is a prime number, and 0 and T are 

two procreative category. Then, a trustworthy authority chooses at random a cryptographic hash function (p), a highest 

amount of recipient (N), and a security parameter (p). where p is a prime number, and 0 and T are two multiplicative 

groups.* 1: 0 and 1 pH, 20 and 0 and 1 H, 3 and 0 TH, and 4 and 0 H * Tp. The system then produces the system shared 

key and the pass key=(,,)MK g. 

γβ γ γγγ β β 

γβ γ =( , ,..., , , ,..., , , , , , , ( , ), ( , ) ) NN PK h hh u uu h h u g g e g h e g h .  (1)  

 

 Regeneration Factor  

For the user with identification ID, the certified power provides the secret data SK. Additionally one (()) H IDSK g (2) 

The crucial feature AK for the disseminator of data is supplied by the trusted authority. It chooses a unique p and unique r 

for each attribute jS, where S is the collection of characteristics. The AK's firing appeared like this. 

γαβ α + ∈′= = = =() 02(,{ () , }) J J J J S AK H j D h D g D g (3) 

 

  Information to be Encrypted  

Assuming UN and WN are both valid, A set U of information accessor specification and a set W of data co-owner 

specifications are chosen by the data owner.. The data owner then develops a tree-based entry plan which adopts a wnique 

decryption key to evenly decode info M using SE. Each nodex in each access tree has a polynomial termed x p that is 

specified by the data owner. We set the polynomial's degree x d to be one less than the significance level x k, or = 1 xx 

dk. These polynomials are picked in second column. The owner of the data picks a secret at random to be the root node 

R, sets (0) Rp = secret, and then selects R d other points of R p at random to describe it completely. In order to finally 

define x p different nodex, it sets = () (0) (()) x source of origin x p p indicator x and select x d additional marks at random. 

Particularly, the vacant plan only has one child, which may be matched by any data distributor. The data possessors then 

uses the policy level models to encode DK by taking, p kk at random, estimating = b, it employs the policy aggregation 

method to encrypt DK. 
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VI. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

 

 Correctness 

Any re-encrypted ciphertext can be successfully decrypted if the data accessor is an intended receiver. (1) The information 

user computes the following if the policy aggregation technique is fully permitted. γ βµ γ 

 

 Understanding Security Analysis 
The DBDH assumption asserts that none of the following two tuples, where a, b, c, and r are chosen at random, will ever 

occur., can be distinguished in polynomial time by an adversary: (,,, (,)) a b c r g gg e g g. 

Theorem 1: Under the DBDH supposition, our method is safe from specific plaintext assaults. In the random oracle model, 

The IBBE technology has not been successfully attacked by the selecting identification and known - plaintext attack 

(INDsID-CPA) [6]. Let C represent the obstacle mentioned in the IBBE security protocol's IND-sID-CPA protocol. We 

outline a security game with challenger C, opponent A, and rival B. Contrary to Challenger C, who examines Adversary 

B's capacity to undermine the security of the IBBE mechanism, Attacker A is challenged to see whether he can breach 

the IND-sID-CPA security of our system by opponent B. The adversary chooses a set of U* test IDs and a T* challenge 

access policy. In order to beat the DBDH issue and the IBBE scheme, correspondingly, let DBDH AAdv and IBBE AAdv 

reflect the attacker's advantages. Think about how our method would be defeated if, after playing the security game 

outlined in , adversary y A would have the advantage of A Adv and would exhaustively query the encryption key q times. 

In order to disable the IND-sID-CPA security of the IBBE scheme = IBBE DBDH IBBE (1) B A AA Adv Adv q Adv q 

Adv, Attacker B gets the upper hand. They are conscious about IBBE BAdv and IBBE AAdv are not significant because 

the IBBE scheme is IND-sID-CPA safe in the rsa algorithm. The DBDH assumption is accurate, hence the DBDH AAdv 

is also of little consequence. Our technique is similarly IND-sID-CPA safe in the random oracle model since A Adv has 

to be minimal. The next step is to perform an analysis to see if our approach can comply with the security standards listed 

below for cloud computing data exchange and distribution. 

 

 Data integrity: The cloud info is encoded using a unique even key, followed by a set of receiver specification 

and entry limitations found on IBBE and CP-ABE. Users whose identities aren't in the collection could thus be prevented 

from accessing sensitive information. The secure CPRE technology also prevents the CSP from obtaining any sensitive 

information during any strategy's distribution phase. 

 

 Dissemination of fine-grained data: The attribute-based CPRE method, which allows for greater the freedom 

to impose complicated access restrictions on data information providers, further protects symmetric key. According to 

their privacy choices, the info possessor and co-owners can create expressive and flexible access restrictions to the 

ciphertext that allow AND and OR gates. The CSP can only re-encode the encrypted when the data distributor’s 

characteristics are in line with the ciphertext's adequate access constraints. Before it may be supplied in accordance with 

the chosen strategy, the data co-owner must refresh the ciphertext, for example by abiding by all of the access policies of 

the data co-owners in the owner priority strategy. 

 

 Collusion resistance:  In order to disseminate the ciphertext, the malicious data disseminators may combine 

their qualities. Using our method, a secret is randomly placed into the ciphertext, and colluders must use their attribute 

keys to decode it. Each disseminator's attribute key continues to be linked to a arbitrary, unique integer. The ciphertext 

can’t be encrypted using separate attribute keys by the data disseminators. They cannot use the collusion attack if they 

cooperate with the CSP that is only partially trusted. 

 

 Compare Functionality: Table 2 contrasts our system with a number of contemporary systems. Starting with 

the fact that the data founder and the ownership may impose adaptable connectivity controls on the ciphertexts, as opposed 

to Xu et al. who can only implement basic keyword requirements, our method is more advanced in fine-grained 

conditional distribution. Additionally, although Guo et al. ABE has enabled fine-grained conditional data distribution, it 

lacks data group sharing, a fundamental requirement for cloud computing. Data disseminators in our approach can 

transmit encrypted data to a new group of users using IBBE and attribute based CPRE. Additionally assess how well my 

strategy stacks up against the most recent multiparty access control strategies put out by Thomas et al. [20], Such et al, 

and Hu et al. Thomas et al[20]  Inter - party access control concept and method overlook confidentiality conflict even 

when several users enact their own permissions on shared information. Concessions are used to address the issue of 

privacy conflicts in plaintext by Such et al and Hu et al. This method allows multiple-party entry control on encrypted 

text and provides 3 ways for combining privacy setting in addition to handling the problem of confidentiality disputes. 
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Table 2. Compare Functionalities 

 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In this part, we put my theory into practice using the module for pairing-based security on the cloud server features a 2.53 

GHz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and 4 GB of RAM. In order to provide an 80-bit security level, the public parameters are 

defined, and a It uses a 512-bit limited domain and a pairing-friendly type-A 160-bit elliptic curve group based on the 

super singular curve y2 = x3 + x. 

 
We do a variety of experiments before deciding on the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) as the symmetric encryption 

technique. The research's findings are the average of 100 trials. The data holder establishes a set of identities and an access 

policy during the encryption operation, and the data encryption is then transferred to the CSP. All measure complexity 

using measures for computation time and communication volume. The quantity of accessors and the characteristics of the 

access policy are the two main determinants of calculation time. Figure 3 displays a fixed access policy with 5 

characteristics, 3 founder, and the computation time for data encryption vs. |U|. The computation expenses of the owner 

precedence approach and predominant permit method are greater than those of the entire permits strategy because the 

data owner in each case must set up one or more empty policies for co-owners. The communication costs paid by the data 

owner while utilising each of the three choices are displayed in Figure 4. Overall, all three methods increase ciphertext 

sizes linearly with Nc. Because there are twice as many shares of C7, C8, C9, and C10 in the owner priority strategy as 

there are in the full permit strategyThe operator priority technique has a somewhat increased communication cost than 

the complete permission technique. This communication cost of the majority permit strategy is the highest in this case. 

shares that make up the majority The co-owners of the data establish the access policies in accordance with their privacy 

concerns during the co- step of owner key generation and use their private keys to generate the transition key. We take a 

simple case in which there are determined to be five co-owners as three to five data. Individuals are frequently seen in 

real-world settings. 

 

The current cost of communication is shown in Figure 5. As illustrated in Fig. 6, we also calculate the price of introducing 

policies. The findings, in particular, show that applying each co-access owner's policy on the ciphertext incurs the same 

computational cost regardless of the approach. The majority permit approach yields the quickest results in 0.18 ms at a 

cost of policy appending that is about equivalent to that of the Proprietor preference and full permit strategies. We set the 

number of attributes in each technique's access policy in order to more thoroughly examine the link between the 

computational effort of re-encryption and the set of parameters. In Fig. 7, a cost of encryption as a function of the quantity 

of characteristics is displayed against the cost of calculation for each technique. If the entry tree and the characteristics 

coincide T0 or Ti, then the encoded can be re-ecoded using an user approach. We examine the cost of computing data re-

encryption using the popular admit approach when the threshold t is set to 1, 3, or 5. If the cutoff t is 1, the computation 

time will be somewhat longer than in the owner priority method within entry tree T0, and cryptography will be carried 

out if any of the file permissions are met by the data propagator. If t is 5, all five access trees must be satisfied using the 

polynomial interpolation technique, which has the highest computation cost when compared to the complete grant 

approach and the possessor precedence method. Last but not least, Fig. 8 depicts the number of iterators vs. the encoded 
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text decryption time on the accessor side. To decode the re-encrypted cypher text, the information accessor needs do one 

more pairing and hash operation. According to the testing findings, when there are 10 accessors and a short ciphertext 

size, the whole authorized approach to exchange info encrypts in around 122 milliseconds. 

 

 
 

In The transformational key is mostly to blame for the 3303 bytes in communication overhead for data co-owners during 

the policy appending step. Even though the number of founder is extended to 5, the CSP's greatest calculation price in 

three approaches is less than 5 ms. Consequently, for data group sharing with several owners in virtualization, our strategy 

is advantageous and efficient. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

Users of cloud computing are concerned about data security and privacy. It is especially difficult to enforce numerous 

owners' privacy concerns while maintaining data secrecy. In this study, we offer a conditional dissemination strategy for 

cloud computing with multiple owners and safe data group sharing. Based on the IBBE approach, the data owner can 

encrypt their personal information and simultaneously distribute it to several data accessors. By employing attribute based 

CPRE, the data owner may create a fine-grained codeword physical access policy and restrict its re-encryption to data 

disseminators whose characteristics match the access policy in the ciphertext. Additionally, we offer a method for 

ciphertext that enables co-owners of the data to attach their access rules. In addition, to address the issue of privacy 

conflicts, full authorization, proprietor preference, and overwhelming permit are the three policy consolidation options 

we provide. We will in the future want to improve our technique by allowing ciphertext keyword searches.  
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